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Abstract—We consider machine learning for intra cell beam
handovers in mmWave 5GNR systems by leveraging Channel
Charting (CC). We develop a base station centric approach for
predicting the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) of beams. Beam SNRs
are predicted based on measured signal at the BS without the
need to exchange information with UEs. In an offline training
phase, we construct a beam-specific dimensionality reduction
of Channel State Information (CSI) to a low-dimensional CC,
annotate the CC with beam-wise SNRs and then train SNR
predictors for different target beams. In the online phase,
we predict target beam SNRs. K-nearest neighbors, Gaussian
Process Regression and Neural Network based prediction are
considered. Based on SNR difference between the serving and
target beams a handover can be decided. To evaluate the
efficiency of the proposed framework, we perform simulations
for a street segment with synthetically generated CSI. SNR
prediction accuracy of average root mean square error less than
0.3 dB is achieved.

Index Terms—beam-management, channel charting, SNR pre-
diction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fifth-Generation New Radio (5GNR) is a beam-oriented
cellular system, where the network can flexibly configure
what beams are used by Base Stations (BSs), and which
beams a User Equipment (UE) is aware of. Beamforming is
considered the ultimate way to increase the directivity of the
antenna to overcome the high path-loss in Millimeter Wave
(mmWave) systems and to ensure connectivity [1]. Beam
correspondence based on reciprocity between Uplink (UL)
and Downlink (DL) is utilized in 5GNR [2]—UL beams can
be managed based on information from DL, or vice versa. In
Time-Division-Duplex (TDD) systems, this reciprocity can be
used for UL/DL beam management if the channel reciprocity
meets minimum requirements [3].

User mobility in cellular networks is supported by Han-
dover (HO) procedures. The main phases of 5G HO are
the preparation, execution and completion procedures [4]. In
mmWave systems, the communication is susceptible to rapid
channel fluctuations due to blocking and high shadowing sen-
sitivity. Intra Cell Beam Handovers (ICBH) [5], where beams
are switched among a BS’s beams, have to be considered in
addition to conventional Inter Cell Handovers (ICH). In 5G
networks the UE autonomously selects a beam direction both
for UL transmission and for DL reception. The UE beam is
not under the control of the BS, and without testing with
multiple BS–UE beam pairs, the consequences of the change
of a BS beam would be unclear. As a result, the BS cannot
simply determine the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the best

BS beam by measuring the UE transmissions in all the BS
beams.

Recently, Machine Learning (ML) algorithms have been
applied to beam management. Data driven beamforming in
mmWave systems was investigated in [6] where beam direc-
tions, beamwidths and transmit powers are found. User mobil-
ity is supported by beam tracking. Channel State Information
(CSI) history can be used for CSI prediction, which can reduce
the overhead of pilots [7]. Moreover, physical location knowl-
edge has been shown to be beneficial in reducing HO signaling
overhead [8], and location information of objects surrounding
a vehicle can be used for beam power prediction [9].

Channel Charting (CC) [10] is a machine learning frame-
work where dimensionality reduction is applied to collections
of massive MIMO CSI, exploiting the massive amounts of CSI
available at cellular BSs. In CC, unsupervised ML techniques
are used to create a radio map of the cell, which preserves the
neighborhood relations of UEs. In [11], we have considered
beam-based CC and utilized it for predicting the best beam in
a future time-slot. In [12], we have considered HOs based on
the predicted SNR; the SNR of a UE from a neighboring BS is
predicted based on the relative location information provided
by CC. The promising result of SNR prediction in [12]
motivates us to consider mmWave beam SNR prediction based
on relative locations provided by CC.

In this paper, we focus on ICBH between beams of one
BS, and predict beam SNRs based on CC. In an offline phase,
beam-specific CCs are created and annotated with SNRs of
target beams, and SNR predictors are trained. In the online
phase, target beam SNRs are predicted, which can be used to
make ICBH decisions. We compare the performance of beam
SNR prediction based on CC locations to prediction based on
ground truth physical location.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the system model and basic CC concepts are
introduced. In Section III, network operation for beam SNR
prediction using beam CCs is presented. In Section IV,
regression techniques for beam SNR prediction are discussed.
Numerical results are presented and discussed in Section V.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a TDD system with a single BS and U UEs in
a cell. The BS has an antenna array with M elements, each UE
u has an array antenna with N elements. The BS is assumed
to have M Radio Frequency (RF) chains for simplicity.



A. Channel and Beam Model
The MIMO channel between the BS and UE u at a

subcarrier is Hu ∈ CM×N . The BS and UEs are capable of
beamforming. We assume that the BS codebook has M beams
and UE codebook has N beams. Beamforming vectors for the
BS are wm ∈ CM×1 with m = 1 . . .M and for a UE are
vn ∈ CN×1 with n = 1 . . . N . Wideband beams are assumed
at the BS, i.e., the same beam is used for all frequency
samples. The UE is capable of using the best beam for every
subcarrier. The BS uses a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
based codebook of size M and UE uses a DFT codebook of
size N . The codebook, C = [c1, . . . , cQ] is expressed as:

cq =
1√
Q
[1, ej2π

q
Q , . . . , ej2π

(Q−1)q
Q ]T , q = 1, . . . , Q, (1)

where Q =M for the BS and Q = N for the UE.
The received signal from UE u when the BS uses beam m

and UE uses beam n on the subcarrier is then

yum,n = wH
mHuvnx+ zu = hum,nx+ zu, (2)

where hum,n represents the effective channel coefficient for BS
beam m and UE beam n, x is the transmitted symbol with
E{|x|2} = 1 and zu is additive white Gaussian noise. The
effective channel vector for receiving from UE u using beam
vn, measured from all BS beams is:

hun = WHHuvn, (3)

where W = [w1, . . . ,wM ] is the matrix with BS beamform-
ing vectors as columns.

The UE selects it’s best beam to transmit towards / receive
from a BS beam wm using the function:

n̂ = n̂(m) = argmax
n

|hum,n|2. (4)

The effective channel for a transmission from a UE thus
depends on which BS beam the UE thinks it is transmitting
towards. The average received SNR at BS beam m from a
transmissions of UE u towards this beam is then

γm,u =
1

σ2
E
{∣∣∣hum,n̂(m)

∣∣∣2} , (5)

where σ2 is the noise power. The expectation is taken over
frequency / subcarrier samples and over temporal samples
taken from the fast fading process within a short time interval.
For a transmission towards BS beam m, the effective channel
vector from UE u, measured from all BS antennas then
becomes

hun̂(m) = WHHuvn̂(m). (6)

If a UE has a single antenna, the best BS beam can be
directly measured at the BS. However, when the UE has
multiple antennas, and autonomously uses a beamformer, the
BS cannot unilaterally measure and find the best beam towards
the user. The BS can measure the elements in (6) from UE
transmissions, but the BS cannot measure from transmissions
towards beam wm what the channel coefficients would be if
the UE were to transmit towards wm′ with m′ 6= m. There
is a beam-mismatch problem arising from UE autonomous
precoding; the precoder vn(m′) may or may not be the same
as vn(m).

B. Basics of Channel Charting

CC [10], [13] is the creation of relative radio maps pre-
serving the neighborhood relations of the UEs in the physical
domain. Channel charts are created using channel features
that capture the large-scale channel effects. For example, the
channel features {fu}Uu=1 of the UEs can be extracted from
the covariance matrices at the BS.

A dissimilarity Matrix D is formed at the BS with pairwise
CSI dissimilarities between UEs in the cell. Using dimension-
ality reduction tools and the dissimilarity matrix D, we obtain
a representation of the UE locations in the cell which we
call a channel chart. We use ISOMAP [14] and t-Distributed
Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) dimensionality re-
duction (DR) techniques to obtain the charts. The quality of
the obtained CCs is measured by three metrics; Continuity
(CT), Trustworthiness (TW) [15] and Kruskal Stress (KS)
[16]. CT measures how well the neighbor relations of physical
domain are maintained in the representation domain. TW
indicates whether false neighbors are avoided in the repre-
sentation domain. KS indicates how well the global structure
is maintained in the representation domain. CT, TW and KS
range between 0 and 1, with optimal CT and TW values being
1, and optimal KS being 0.

In order to perform CC in a beam-based system, effective
channels measured from multiple beams are needed. This can
be done in one shot, if the BS is equipped with multiple RF
chains. Here, for simplicity, we assume that the BS is able
to measure the effective channel from all of its M beams,
obtaining an M × 1-dimensional effective channel hun̂(m)

when it measures the output from all M beams with the UE
transmitting towards BS beam m using n̂(m). The effective
channel will vary depending on which BS beam wm the UE
is transmitting towards. Due to autonomous UE beamforming
the effective channel at the BS is conditioned on the BS beam
towards which the UE transmits. To obtain reliable CCs we
have to consider a separate CC for each BS beam using the
received signals from (6) with UEs transmitting towards the
particular BS beam wm using UE beam vn̂(m) that is best for
it.

To construct the per-beam CCs, we take a set of sample UEs
Km transmitting towards beam wm. We calculate the beam-m
specific covariance matrices for these UEs from their effective
channels:

Rm,u = E{hun̂(m)(h
u
n̂(m))

H}, (7)

where u is the UE index. Then beam-specific dissimilarity
matrix Dm is created using the Collinearity Matrix Distance
(CMD) metric [17]; the dissimilarity for two UEs u and
u′ with beam based covariances Ru,m and Ru′,m is the
Frobenius norm of normalized covariance matrices:

dm(Rm,u,Rm,u′) = 1− Tr(Rm,uRm,u′)

||Rm,u||F||Rm,u′ ||F
, (8)

where Tr indicates trace operator. A CC specific for beam m
can then be cosnructed from these dissimilarities.



Fig. 1: Beam SNR prediction based on beam CC: (Left); Constructing of beam based CC. (Middle); CC annotation and SNR prediction
(the offline phase). (Right); Beam SNR prediction based on beam CC (online phase).

III. FRAMEWORK FOR CC-BASED BEAM-SNR
PREDICTION

In 5GNR, a moving UE may experience switching between
several neighboring beams of a given BS. Each beam is
considered a cell with its physical and logical channels. Beam
handover policies are categorized as either network controlled
UE assisted beam switching, in which the BS selects the
target beam from measurements performed by the UE, or
UE controlled beam switching, in which beam switching is
decided by the UE based on measurements [5].

We consider Beam-CC based Network Centric Handover.
The basic principle is that each beam has a CC constructed
offline and the CC locations are annotated with SNRs of
neighboring beams. A prediction algorithm then predicts the
SNR of a target beam. The annotated CC and the SNR
prediction algorithm are then used to make an ICBH decision.
The Network Centric model is illustrated in Figure 1. The
Training phase consists of creating channel charts, annotating
with neighbor beam SNRs, and training of the SNR predictors.
In the online phase, the current beam CC location and SNR
are used to predict the SNR at a target beam.

The CC of beam m is denoted as Cm. It is constructed
from the covariances Rm,u of the sample UEs u ∈ Km as
explained in the previous section. In the annotation step, a
subset Km,m′ = Km

⋂
Km′ is defined of sample UEs that are

present in the CC of both beam m and m′. The information
of the SNRs γm′,u on beam m′ is added to the CC-locations
in chart Cm of the users u ∈ Km,m′ . Information across all
beam pairs is collected.

Next, using the beam SNRs, the CC locations Cm for each
beam m are divided to groups Tm,m′ for m′ 6= m, as well
as Tm,∅. If u ∈ Tm,m′ , it indicates that for this UE, beam
m′ is a possible ICBH target beam. If u ∈ Tm,∅, it means
that there is no ICBH suggestion for the UE, beam m is
definitely the best beam. It should be noted that set Tm,m′
may overlap for different m′. Each group Tm,m′ , is assigned
to an annotated channel chart Cm,m′ . For u ∈ Tm,m′ , the
channel chart location zm,u ∈ Cm,m′ is annotated with γm′,u
and γm,u.

We have now defined the annotated channel charts Cm,m′ ,
where we have CC-locations of users, based on received

signals when transmitting towards beam wm, for which we
have SNR information both when transmitting towards wm

and towards w′m. Based on this information we learn to
predict the SNR of a transmission towards w′m given the
CSI of transmissions towards target beam wm. A supervised
learning method is used to generate an SNR mapping function
gm,m′(zm,u, γm,u) to predict the SNR of the target beam. The
SNR mapping for all groups of Tm,m′ is developed.

In the online phase, for UE i which has established con-
nection through beam m, the obtained SNR mapping function
will be used to predict a target beam SNR. First, the beam
covariance matrix Rm,i for the UE is estimated at beam m.
An out-of-sample extension of CC is performed to locate the
new UE i on the CC with coordinates zm,i [18]. Then, the
ICBH groups that the UE belongs to are determined based on
the CC location zu,i and the measured SNR γm,i. Finally, the
SNR for all possible ICBH target beams are predicted. Based
on the SNR difference of γm,i and γm′,i, an ICBH decision
is made.

IV. ALGORITHMS FOR SNR PREDICTION

SNR prediction is formulated as a regression problem.
Given the annotated beam channel chart Cm,m′ , the BS finds
the function gm,m′(.) to predict the neighboring beam SNR
of a UE served by beam m. Supervised ML techniques assist
us to find this function.

The inputs to the SNR predictor are CC-location zm,u and
the serving beam SNR γm,u for UEs u ∈ Tm,m′ . The output
is the target beam SNR γm′,u. We opt for Mean Squared
Error (MSE) as the loss function. In this work, K-nearest
Neighbors (KNN), Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) and
Neural Networks (NN) are considered for prediction.

KNN is a simple non-parametric regression method. The
input is the K nearest samples in the training set and the
output is the average of the input values. Averaging could be
uniform over the K nearest neighbors, or weighted. We con-
sider averaging with uniform weights over {1, 3, 10} nearest
neighbors.

Gaussian processes are flexible probabilistic models that
can be used to perform Bayesian regression without having
to provide pre-specified functional relationships between the



TABLE I: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Center Freq. 28 GHz Subcarriers 256
Subcarrier BW. 240 KHz UE speed 50 Kmph
BS Array 32 ULA UE Array 8 ULA
Scenario 3GPP 38.901

UMa-NLOS
BS height 25 m

variables [19]. A Gaussian process infers the distribution of
the elements of a data set as characterized by its mean and
covariance function.

A NN for the problem at hands consists of an input layer,
multiple hidden layers, and an output layer, providing one
real-valued SNR prediction. The input layer dimension may
vary depending on the input feature dimension. We consider
three or more real-valued inputs, with 3D input consisting of
a 2D channel chart location and the serving beam SNR value.
If an xD channel chart with x > 2 dimensions is used, the
input layer will be a (x+1)D. Neurons in each layer are fully
connected to the next layer and each link has its own weight.
The weights are randomly initialized. The learning process
has forward and backward propagation. In the feed forward
network, the input is propagated across the hidden layers
until the output layer. The difference between the predicted
output and the given output is minimized using a minimization
algorithm. In the back propagation phase, model parameters
(weight and bias) will be trained. Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) and Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) [20] algorithms are
used to minimize the output loss function. The LM algorithm
has been shown to be rapidly converging and efficient for
moderate sized NNs. However, the computational cost is high
as compared to SGD.

The data set is randomly divided into training, validation,
and test sets containing 70%, 15%, and 15% of the data
samples. The validation set is used for early stopping—as soon
as there is no reduction in validation loss we return to the best
recorded model parameters. The validation tolerance is set to
six iterations. Then, prediction is performed on the test set.

V. SIMULATIONS

The simulation is performed by generating a physical
layout and CSI using the Quasi Deterministic Radio Channel
Generator (QuaDRiGa) simulator [21]. The layout includes a
single BS located at [−114, −110] m, and 2000 UEs scattered
randomly in a street segment lying between [0 10] m on x-
axis and [0 10] m on y-axis. The simulation parameters are
summarized in Table I.

TABLE II: Average Performance of Beam CCs.

ISOMAP t-SNE
TW CT KS TW CT KS
0.98 0.98 0.30 0.98 0.98 0.31
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Fig. 2: (Top); Ground truth value of beam 19 SNR at physical
locations. (Bottom); t-SNE channel chart of beam 23 annotated with
beam 19 SNRs.

A. Annotated Beam CC

To calculate the covariance matrix, for each UE location
we generated 100 small-scale fading temporal samples within
a 100 ms timeframe, for UEs moving at 50 km/h. We use
CMD to calculate the dissimilarity matrix for each beam, and
dimensionality reduction to xD using ISOMAP and t-SNE.

The CCs obtained are of good quality with the correspond-
ing measures for 2D shown in Table II. CT and TW are com-
puted for 100 neighbors. When increasing dimensions from
2 to 10, CT/TW increase slightly with differences observable
in the third digit, while for ISOMAP, KS improves from 0.3
to 0.28. CT and TW values are close to 1, which indicates
good neighborhood preservation. The CCs also maintain the
overall global structure of the UE locations relatively well.

The CCs are then annotated with the beam SNR information
measured in the offline phase. An example of a 2D annotated
CC is depicted in Fig. 2. The upper part shows the physical
location of UEs with their ground truth SNR of beam 19.
These SNR values at the t-SNE CC locations of beam 23 are
shown in the lower part.

B. Beam SNR Prediction

SNR mapping functions are created using KNN, GPR and
NN predictors. An exponential kernel is considered for the



GPR predictor, and MSE loss function is used. We use NN
with three hidden layers, and hyperbolic tangent activation
function in the hidden layers. In order to identify an NN struc-
ture, we have used the naming scheme, ”NNHidden layers-
Number of neurons in each hidden layer-Training algorithm”,
e.g., NN3 10 LM is a NN with three hidden layers and 10
neurons in each hidden layer using LM algorithm to perform
back propagation.

The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is used as the
performance measure for predictors. The Standard Deviation
(std) of the RMSE of different beam pairs’ SNR prediction
for each predictor is calculated as well. Both are measured
from dB-scale SNRs. The input to the predictors has various
dimensions, from 2D CC up to 10D CC. In the considered
street segment, there are eight dominant beams for which
SNR prediction is carried out. The reported average RMSE is
averaged over 8×8 pairs of beam predictors i.e. for each pair
of the beams a predictor is trained.

Figure 3 shows the average RMSE of target beam SNR
prediction as a function CC dimension for the test data set,
when ISOMAP is used for dimensional reduction. The perfor-
mance of KNN, GPR and NN LM in beam SNR prediction
are comparable. For KNN, 10 nearest neighbors has the best
performance. The smooth change of SNR in the street segment
gives us a good prediction by KNN.

The results show overfitting of NN with LM as the number
of neurons in the hidden layer doubles from 10 to 20.
Although the training set RMSE is reduced by increasing
the hidden layer neurons, the test set RMSE grows. Using
SGD, increasing the network size is beneficial. However, the
prediction error is almost twice the one of LM. As expected,
LM is more effective in optimizing the NN weights. The
std of RMSE between different beam pairs for CC based
prediction is between 0.06 dB for GPR and 0.07 dB for
all NN LM, KNN3 and KNN10, to 0.21 dB for NN 20
SGD. Thus the prediction error of different beam pairs is
in an acceptable range and the best predictors—NN3 10/20
LM, KNN10, KNN3 and GPR —are able to perform SNR
prediction for all beam pairs equally with almost the same
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Fig. 3: Average RMSE of different predictors as function of beam
CC dimension for ISOMAP DR.
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precision.
The corresponding performance results for predictors based

on t-SNE dimensional reduction can be found in Figure 4. The
general trends are the same as in Figure 3 for ISOMAP. The
t-SNE based predictions have, however, consistently lower
RMSE std. GPR is the overall best predictor. For GPR,
increasing the dimension of input CC slightly improves the
SNR prediction performance.

As a benchmark, we implement prediction based on the
true 2D physical location assuming that the physical location
is known at the BS [8]. Comparison results can be found
in Table III where ”Phys Loc.” corresponds to the true 2D
physical location. For true location based prediction, NN with
LM can achieve slightly better performance than KNN and
GPR, at the cost of significantly higher computational cost in
the training phase. In the simulated scenario, an error floor
of 0.25 dB RMSE is found for prediction based on ground
truth physical location. GPR using t-SNE CC is the best of
the CC-methods, exhibiting a 0.04 dB gap to the ground truth
location based prediction.

For controlling ICBH, the dB-domain SNR difference is
an important variable. As an example prediction, the SNR of
beam 19 is predicted based on the t-SNE CC of beam 23. Fig-
ure 5 displays the predicted SNR difference of the two beams
vs. the ground truth SNR difference, for a set of sampled UE
locations. The prediction is based on NN3 10 LM. The high
accuracy of SNR prediction is leading to high accuracy in
SNR difference prediction.

TABLE III: Performance of Different Predictors Based on the 2D
True Physical Location, 10D ISOMAP, and 10D t-SNE CC.

Predictor KNN 10 GPR NN3 10 LM NN3 100 SGD
mean std mean std mean std mean std

Phys Loc. 0.26 0.06 0.25 0.05 0.24 0.05 0.47 0.05
t-SNE 0.35 0.06 0.29 0.05 0.32 0.06 0.52 0.06
ISOMAP 0.39 0.06 0.43 0.05 0.36 0.06 1.00 0.25
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered neighboring beam SNR pre-
diction in mmWave systems using a channel chart location
derived from dimensionally reduced CSI. Beam-specific chan-
nel charts are used, which are radio maps of the received
signals of a specific BS beam. A network centric Intra-Cell
Beam Handover mechanism is devised where all process are
performed at the BS. During a training / offline phase, beam
CCs and SNR are gathered and SNR predictors are trained
based on annotated CC locations. In the online phase, SNR
of the new UE is predicted from received CSI at the BS, and
serving beam SNR. K-nearest neighbors, Gaussian process
regression and neural networks are used for approximating the
SNR mapping function. Levenberg-Marquardt and stochastic
gradient descent logarithms are used to train the NN’s weights.
RMSE has been used as the performance metric. Results
show excellent beam SNR prediction accuracy using GPR,
and NN with LM. The performance loss of CC based beam
SNR prediction, as compared to prediction based on ground
truth physical location, is negligible. For NN based prediction,
increasing the number of hidden layers and / or neurons is
not beneficial for the considered data set. Overall, the best
prediction performance was found with GPR using t-SNE CC,
which predicts within a 0.05 dB gap of the best predictor
based on ground truth physical location. When it comes to
CC-dimensionality, there is little gain from using a CC with
more than 3 dimensions. In future work, the intra-cell beam
SNR prediction approach discussed here will be extended to
inter-cell beam SNR prediction.
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